Sub: Reg. registration/empanelment of Suppliers under MIDH Scheme.

Dear Sir,

This has come to our notice that, some States (especially U.P. and Jharkhand) are discriminating suppliers for plasticulture components on the ground that they are not empanelled/registered with NCPAH.

It is to mention that NCPAH letter dated 20th April, 2018 (copy enclosed) has clearly specified that NCPAH has not registered/empanelled any suppliers for supply of Plasticulture components/Poly house manufacturers and NCPAH has just provided details of these suppliers for information only. State Horticulture Mission can empanel/register these suppliers/manufacturers as per norms approved in their SLECs and NCPAH can provide guidance for technical specifications.

Therefore, it is requested to kindly not restrict companies/firms on the basis of non-registration/empanelment in NCPAH, as it will be tantamount to reducing competition, therefore, reducing the possibility of discovering of competitive rates for farmers in your state.

With Best Wishes,

Yours sincerely,

(Dinesh Kumar)

All Mission Director / Director (Hort.)
State Horticulture Mission
Subject: Registration/empanelment of Suppliers under MIDH Scheme-reg.

This has reference to the communications received by us on the subject cited above by SHMs and suppliers as directed for the same. It is to mention that the MIDH operational guidelines issued by MoA & FW clearly states that all SHMs are empowered to formulate norms towards registration/empanelment of suppliers for plasticulture components under the mission and many states have also such process in place.

It is also to mention that NCPAH being the NLA under NHM were consolidating details till 2012-13 in form of product/component manufacturers/suppliers only for information based upon the interactions and visits made and participation at agri events which states are using as empanelled/registered list which restricts new entrants as well as competitiveness in the sector.

Henceforth, it is suggested that all communications made in this regard will not be entertained by us and all SHMs/Implementing agencies or suppliers may take this process as instructed under the mission at their individual capacities keeping desired norms as approved by SLECs of respective states. However, if SHMs seek assistance towards the selection of the suppliers/manufactures may request MoA & FW to nominate NCPAH as member in the SHM technical committee for the said purpose.

Looking forward to your kind cooperation on the above.
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